# UPLIFT Wall Mounted Standing Desk

## FRM075

### Specifications

#### Warranty
- 15 year warranty on all UPLIFT Desk products

#### Product dimensions & weight
- 23.6” W x 11.8” D x 22.6” H to 48.7” H (with 1” thick desktop)
- 31 lb without desktop, desktop weights vary

#### Travel speed
- 1.6” per second (depending on load) with soft start/stop actuator motors

#### Travel range
- 26.1”

#### Height range
- 21.6” to 47.7” without desktop (22.6” to 48.7” with 1” desktop), which meets BIFMA G1-2013 height requirement when mounted as suggested

#### Noise level
- Less than 50 decibels during motion, silent when not in motion

#### Lifting capacity
- 175 lb (inclusive of desktop weights)

#### Electrical input
- 100-120VAC, 50/60Hz (400W max)

#### Electrical certifications
- UL (U.S.)/CSA (Canada): lifting column, power cord, and control box

#### Fire rating
- Greenguard-Gold certified laminate desktops carry a D-s1,d0 rating per EN 13501-1 classification standard

#### Desktop sizes
- 42” W x 24” D
- 48” W x 24” D
- 1” to 1.5” thick depending on top selected

#### Shipping dimensions & weight
- Desktop and accessory dimensions and weight will vary depending on selection.
- Wall Mounted Standing Desk Frame:
  - 27.25” L x 14” W x 7” H, 34.6 lb
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**Pictured:** frame and desktop placement
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**Copyright Notice:** This guide is a component of this UPLIFT Desk product. This guide is a part of the scope of delivery, even if the item is resold. This guide is also available on the UPLIFT Desk website: upliftdesk.com. These specifications are subject to United States copyright law.